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Building the Foundation

In our last issue of Changing Lanes, we reviewed the importance of not only 

defining a clear vision for the next stage of your business, but also articulating and 

communicating that vision – your ultimate House on the Hill – so as to inspire the 

next generation leadership and ultimately create commitment to that vision.

Your House on the Hill, depicted here as Stewardship House, is no different from 

any other structure designed to last centuries.  It needs to be erected on a strong 

foundation.  To build your House on the Hill on a solid base of trust and leadership 

that can support the structure for generations to come, it is important to start early 

in your transition planning process.    

The foundation of trust, or what we call a “we focus” is the topic for this edition of 

Changing Lanes as we delve further into The Seven Complexities of business 

families, to address the challenges to ensuring the continuity of your business 

when you are no longer at the helm.  

There is no doubt that during the construction of your House on the Hill, the 

hurdles will keep coming and you will have to deal with numerous threats from the 

outside.   With a strong “we focus” objective, your entire team can work together to 

overcome these obstacles and ensure your business can thrive beyond your 

lifetime.

Your House on the Hill
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Lack of Trust or “We Focus”

Calculating Trust

The Seven Complexities

No clear definition between family and business

Family members can lose their personal identity

Unresolved conflict 

No clear vision or direction - only dreams

Lack of trust or “we focus”

Lack of communication

Lack of clarity around responsibilities, roles and rights
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The fifth of the seven complexities facing business families, 
the lack of trust, is, for many, the most paralyzing.  Yet it is 
actually much easier to address than the majority of business 
owners expect. 

Trust is a fundamental requirement for the success of any 
business, but trust in a family business should go beyond the 
general expectation of honesty and competence.

While “reliance on the integrity, strength and ability of a 
person or thing” is the more obvious definition of trust, 
successful multi-generational businesses have additionally 
embraced trust as “the confidence and ability to commit their  
assets to others for safekeeping”.

In fact, in situations where the lack of the first or former 
definition of trust is considered an obstacle to passing the 
business to the next generation, the second or latter 
definition of trust can actually provide the solution!

Consequently, we believe it is more accurate to describe the 
lack of trust as a lack of a “we focus”  which can be addressed 
by adopting a stewardship approach to the ownership of the 
business and surrounding wealth.  

When shareholders in a business consider themselves 
stewards of an asset that is to be passed on to the next 
generation healthier and stronger than it is today, they can 
have the confidence to forgo the WIIFM (what’s in it for me) 
mindset and instead adopt a “we approach” in building their 
house on the hill.  

If your goal is to build a legacy for successive generations, we 
encourage you to contact us to discuss ways to build your 
foundation.  Constructing a true “we focus” requires effort 
and time, and we have the resources to guide you through 
the process.  

Continued on Page 4

To better understand this wider definition of trust — the 
“we focus” — we turn to a mathematical formula first 
developed by authors David Maister and Charles Green.  

Others begin to trust us when they see evidence of the 
three top line components of trust:  

Charles Green explains that we build credibility by the words 
we speak.  When what we have to say on a subject is worthy 
of belief, we build credibility.

Reliability is more about our actions.  We become more 
reliable when we do what we say we will do.  We prove that 
we are dependable.

Trust also arises from our ability to create a caring and secure 
environment for those who choose to be involved and share 
their lives with us.  That is described as our level of intimacy.

A maximum score of 9 in each of the three components 
gives us a very high trust factor of 27.   

However, while these components demonstrate the typical 
definition of trust, it is the underlying common denominator 
that Green and Maister added to the equation that 
calculates the “we focus” that is so important to transitioning 
your business.

What is Trust?

Relying on the integrity, strength and ability of a 
person or thing

Committing or consigning something for use or 
safekeeping
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Trust  =  Credibility  + Reliability  + Intimacy
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Communication is Key
Building a “we focus” begins with communication.   When 
groups operate without a formalized communication system,  
perceptions become reality and trust falters.  

The following is an example of a communication process that 
covers all bases – from the inclusiveness that encourages 
participation, through to the accountability that ensures each 
person contributes to the common interest. 

Consider how each component might help you to build a 
stronger “we focus” within your organization and ultimately 
smooth the transition to your bigger future.

Inclusiveness ~ ensure all stakeholders have the opportunity 
to contribute to discussions about the future direction and 
philosophy of the family and business.

Consensus-Oriented ~ adopt a consensus approach to 
making any major decisions that impact the direction and 
philosophy of the family and business.

Problem Solving ~ create opportunities for input and 
promote ways to understand, manage, and learn from 
differing viewpoints.

Participation ~ encourage stakeholders to take advantage of 
learning opportunities within all three areas of the business.  
They might participate in an advisory board or specific family 
initiatives, or learn about the management of the business. 

Generational Differences
Upon securing his first full-time job, the 24 year-old 
promptly asked for a 4-month hiatus to first achieve some 
other burning ambitions.  

His baby boomer parents were shocked.  Why did he treat 
this opportunity so casually?  Where was the work ethic 
their son had witnessed growing up?  

This young man is typical of the Gen Y age group.  He has 
high expectations of a better balance between work and 
personal life than his baby boomer parents who were 
willing to accept high levels of stress (like a 70-hr work 
week) to climb the corporate ladder.

Unlike his parents, he sees nothing wrong in asking for what 
he wants. Like others his age, he is a confident individual 
who is not afraid to express his views.

However, there is a real danger he might be misunderstood 
by senior management and labeled as uncommitted.  

Creating a 
we focus

Participation Transparency

Inclusiveness

Consensus
-Oriented

Problem
Solving

Ground
Rules

Structure

Accountability

Transparency ~ ensure openness and clarity around why all 
processes and policies are required and how decisions are 
made and implemented.

Structure ~ establish regular forums and more formal 
communication and decision-making processes to promote 
the inclusiveness, participation, and consensus-building 
components.

Ground Rules ~ clarify the objectives for each of the three 
main areas of your business and establish the criteria for 
individual involvement in each.  Highlight all areas of 
authority and responsibility.

Accountability ~ create clear expectations for each role and 
communicate the consequences of non-compliance.

Do you have a similar perception of the next generation?  
Are you concerned that the younger generation members - 
whether family or key employees,  do not have what it takes?

Generational differences are just one of the 
communication roadblocks to creating that “we focus” that 
is so important to the continuity of your business.   To 
address this problem, we can provide you with an 
opportunity for all stakeholders to learn and understand 
how the other generations think and work.  Give us a call to 
get started.

Also consider that these generational differences impact 
much more than the change of leadership of the business. 
With the impending labour shortage, it is vital that business 
owners better understand what motivates the younger 
generations in order to recruit and retain the best talent, 
and at the same time address the needs of the future 
consumer.

To learn more about what each component might entail or for help in formalizing the 
communication processes within your family or business, please give us a call.
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Lead by Example

No business owner can expect to build a “we focus” unless he 

or she first sets an example for the rest of the stakeholders.  

All business owners like to keep their finger on the pulse and 

they naturally have total confidence in their own abilities and 

instincts.  So it is understandable that they find it difficult to 

defer to those with less experience.  However, only by 

engaging the next generation in the decision-making, can a 

business owner hope to foster the stewardship that is 

required to transition the passion and purpose.

Here are some additional points and reminders that will help 

you lead the way in building trust and creating a we approach:

Your successors can be different from you!  Are all leaders 

of yesterday and today's successful businesses just like 

you?  They are, no doubt, run by a wide variety of different 

personalities and skill sets.

Understand the strengths and weaknesses of your 

prospective successors and place them in roles where 

they can excel.  Put a formal mentoring process in place.

Be aware that not placing enough trust in the next 

generation can have a far-reaching negative effect.  By the 

time they take full control, the next leader(s) may have 

little self-confidence and instead of rising to the challenge 

of building the bigger future, they at most adopt a 

'preserve the status quo' stance.

These risk-averse successors subsequently come to rely 

on others to shoulder many of the responsibilities that are 

rightfully theirs and often lose the respect and trust that 

are a must for the head of any business.  They eventually 

fail in the leadership role. 

Instead, delegate authority and responsibility to display 

trust and provide experience, but include clear 

expectations so they learn to be accountable.

Don't try to cross all lanes of the highway at once.  It takes 

time to pass the torch completely.  Create a process to 

allow for a gradual change of leadership.  When the first 

pass at delegation is operating as expected, take the next 

step and involve the next generation at a higher level.

Actively encourage your employees, customers, suppliers, 

lenders and investors to have respect for, and confidence 

in, the upcoming leadership.  Respect and confidence lead 

to trust.

Ask us about the processes available to help you in achieving 

the above.

Calculating Trust continued

Ultimately, our trust factor – our support of a “we focus” – is 

directly related to the degree of emphasis we put on 

meeting our own needs first.  The authors call this our level 

of self orientation. 

As the following equation suggests, the true trust factor is 

calculated by dividing the level of self orientation into the 

total of the top line components.   

So when we have a high focus on self, our trust factor is low.  

On the other hand,  if we put more emphasis on doing what 

is right for the continuity of the business, our self 

orientation score drops and the true trust factor increases.

Consider the two levels of trust or “we focus” shown below.  

Which one best represents the level of “we focus” in your 

family enterprise? For assistance in improving your ranking,  

give us a call. 

cyCredibility  + Reliability  + Intima

Self Orientation
Trust =

9 + 9 + 9

9
Trust = = 3

9 + 9 + 9

1
Trust = = 27
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